
  

Our Nova Series features direct glazed glass that creates a seamless 
and elegant design. The large pane glass allows the most amount of 
light into your home. The Nova 90 comes in a shaker profile and is 
available in Brushed Smooth Finish. 

NOVA 90
DIRECT GLAZED
ONE LITE DOOR

STOCK SIZES
6’8”- 2’6”• 2’8”• 3’0” /  8’0”- 3’0”

DRS1SL   
$400 LIST

DRS1S80L
$560 LIST
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COMPOSITE STILE CAP

FULL LENGTH LVL (Hinge & Str ike s ide,  for  extra  r ig id i ty ) 

INSULATED 1” GLASS (LowE) 

COMPRESSION MOLDED FIBERGLASS SKIN

BRUSH FINISHED TEXTURE

INTEGRALLY MOLDED GLASS STOP

HIGH DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM

ADA COMPLIANT BOTTOM RAIL 

COMPOSITE BOTTOM RAIL

FEATURES & BENEFITS
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SMOOTH SERIES
FLUSH STOCK SIZES

6’8”- 2’6”• 2’8”• 3’0” / 8’0”- 3’0”

Our Smooth Doors are made with a prepigmented white skin; 
its simplicity gives a modern design and feel to any home. Our 
Smooth skin incorporated with a variety of panel designs and glass
options, gives a clean, minimal look to any of our fiberglass doors. 

DRS00 
$200 LIST

DRS0080 
$340 LIST
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PATENTED HYDROSHIELDTM TECHNOLOGY
Our exclusive HydroShield technology protects our doors against moisture 
infiltration, by creating a fully composite barrier that encases and protects 
the door on all six sides. Our doors with HydroShield technology used with 
our Polyfiber (PF) Door Frames create an enhanced, impenetrable entryway.

1 FIBERGLASS REINFORCED DOOR SKINS
Our exclusive formula is measured precisely to ensure each skin is 
produced to the highest quality. The skins require little maintenance, 
can be painted, stained, and we provide a variety of graining options.

2 FULL LENGTH COMPOSITE STILES
Our full-length composite stiles protect the door from external  
moisture to prevent warping or rotting.  

3 COMPOSITE TOP & BOTTOM RAILS
High strength composite top and bottom rails prevent moisture 
from seeping into the door and stops the buildup of mold.

4 EXTENDED LOCKBLOCK
Plastpro’s full length LVL allows any type of lock to be places
for increased security.

5 POLYURETHANE FOAM CORE
Our advanced CFC-free, high density, Polyurethane foam core
enhances the door’s soundproofing capabilities and provides 
insulation up to six times greater than wood doors.


